DI-WORSE-IFICATION?
Diversification isn’t
working!
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Past performance is not indicative of future results.
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The right lesson is appreciating
that an unpredictable future
means building portfolios tailored
to one’s personal goals and risk
tolerance—even when that means
underperforming the hottest
corner of the market, frustrating
as that might be. Diversification
remains—and always will—the
smart approach to taking and
managing investment risk.

Calendar Year Returns for Different Asset Allocations

All Bonds			

Such has been the
widespread complaint
among many investors.
For years, a strong equity bull
market, particularly in U.S. large
caps, has meant consistent
underperformance from diversified
portfolios of stocks and bonds.
Higher returns are appealing, but
the wrong lesson here is to chase
returns, maximize risk, and
abandon diversification.
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